INTRODUCTION
Many real optimization problems are hard to solve with enough accuracy in a reasonable time. The main aim of this book is to offer a state-of-the-art chapters' collection that cover themes related to Soft Computing algorithms that could be applied for different hard real problems solving.
ORGANIZATION OF THE BOOK
Efficient solving of various real problems by computers may require different problem solving algorithms, adapted on the specific of the problems type, complexity and the known information about the problems. Soft Computing is one of the most successful paradigms used for different computational hard problems solving. This book contains several chapters about classical algorithms in the field of Soft Computing, like Genetic Algorithms, Fuzzy Logic, or Particle Swarm Optimization. Other chapters contain hybrids algorithms-that is, algorithms build by hybridization between some known Evolutionary Algorithms and other heuristic approaches, in order to obtain their combined advantages. There are hybridizations between Genetic Algorithms and Intuitionistic Fuzzy Logic, between Particle Swarm Optimization and Fuzzy Logic, or between Fuzzy Logic and Evolutionary Algorithms. Finally, other chapters deal with Chaotic Systems, Multi Agent Petri Nets, Reinforcement Learning, or Bayesian Networks.
Book Review
The book covers a large range of applications in the fields of production planning, supply chain design and management, electric power management, PID control, medical imaging, e-commerce, data mining, car suspension control, wireless sensor networks, or chemical and biological systems.
SUMMARY
I think this book is Highly Recommended for all interested people in the field. They may study both classical optimization methods, and modern methods, with superior results based on different hybridization techniques.
READERSHIP
In my opinion, this book is a must read for engineers, researchers, practitioners and students involved in the field of optimization. Like other books edited or written by Prof. Vasant, this book is a delight for practitioners in the field of optimization and we must bring deep thanks to the authors and to the publisher that have made possible the coming out of this book.
